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Today’s Goals:
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• Understand the importance of culture in our 

classroom.

• Plan to create opportunities for our students 

to gain “INTERCULTURALITY”.

• Learn about how the brain can be engaged 

by Stories.

• Begin a plan to EMBED CULTURE through 

Storytelling in our Classroom.

• Grow proficiency:  Focus on the LANGUAGE 

FUNCTION of DESCRIPTIVE NARRATIVE.



Our Ultimate Goal: Language Users

• Performance – The  

Classroom
• Proficiency – The Real WorldMIWLA16 - Linda Egnatz



What is Interculturality?

Interculturality is the interaction of people from different cultural 

backgrounds using authentic language appropriately in a way that 

demonstrates knowledge and understanding of the cultures.
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Find a Workshop Partner

• Introduce yourself and share why 

you choose this session?

• With your partner, define the 3 P’s.

• Discuss how you include them in 

your lessons.  Is there a “P” that 

you find difficult to include?

Perspectives

Products Practices

3 P’s
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1. What cultural topics  

do you teach?

2.What cultural topics 

would you like to 

teach?

3.What could you teach?
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How is “Interculturality” different 

from “Culture”?

• The word culture refers to the 

products, practices, and 

perspectives of a target group of 

people or target culture. 

Interculturality is the interaction 

of people from different cultures, 

and the understanding of 

another culture so that the 

language used is appropriate to 

the context and audience. 
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http://www.learnnc.org/lp/editions/linguafolio/glossary#products
http://www.learnnc.org/lp/editions/linguafolio/glossary#practices
http://www.learnnc.org/lp/editions/linguafolio/glossary#perspectives
http://www.learnnc.org/lp/editions/linguafolio/glossary#culture


Our “Interculturality” Goal

It is the ability to experience the culture of another person and to be 

open minded, interested, and curious about that person and culture. 

Language learners must be able to evaluate personal feelings, 

thoughts, perceptions, and reactions in order to understand another 

culture and use that experience to reflect on their own life and 

surroundings.

In order to communicate successfully, language learners must be able 

to relate appropriately to their audience. They should be able to react 

and respond appropriately to their own personal feelings, attitudes, 

and perceptions as well as those of people of other cultures.
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http://www.learnnc.org/lp/editions/linguafolio/glossary#culture


Use of the target language

Interactions with speakers of 

that language

Engagement with the culture

in which the speakers live, 

including use of authentic 

cultural products

How would I teach Interculturality?
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http://www.learnnc.org/lp/editions/linguafolio/glossary#target-language
http://www.learnnc.org/lp/editions/linguafolio/glossary#culture
http://www.learnnc.org/lp/editions/linguafolio/glossary#products


“If we spoke a 

different language, 

we would perceive 

a somewhat 

different world.”

-- Ludwig 

Wittgenstein

Culture is Embedded in Language
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Interculturality

– Where 

language and 

culture 

intersect.

Havana, 

Cuba
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Culture

Changes 

the 

meaning 

of Words
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Is it time to change gears?
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CULTURES

Communication

Comparisons

Connections

Communities

“Recent studies have proven that 
stories can change perceptions 
and even make people more 
tolerant. Rather than wait to be 
defined by others, it's important 
that students learn to create 
understanding by sharing their 
story, their worldview, their 
concerns, and their triumphs 
with others.”

- Michael Hernandez, Teacher and 
Cinematographer



Stories are Memorable

• Share with 

your partner 

a favorite 

childhood 

story.
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• Neural Coupling

• Mirroring

• Dopamine

• Cortex - Activity

What is the magic of Storytelling?
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Stories provide “a non-intrusive, 

organic means of producing 

sustainable cultural change; conveying 

brands and values [and] transferring 

complex tacit knowledge.” We use 

stories to make sense of our 

environment. They make us care. 

They provide a shared context for 

mutual understanding of events and 

issues that impact us. And they inspire 

us to change our point of view.

-- David Snowdon, Storytelling Expert
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Why STORY?



The beloved children’s television host Fred Rogers used to carry 

a piece of paper around in his pocket. On it was a quote: “There 

isn’t anyone you couldn’t love once you’ve heard their story.”
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http://books.google.com/books?id=r_CB_PtmwtwC&pg=PA8&dq=mr+rogers+"there+isn't+anyone+you+couldn't+love+once+you've+heard+their+story"&hl=en&sa=X&ei=GUIXU4egOe680AHz4IGoCA&ved=0CCsQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=mr%20rogers%20%22there%20isn%27t%20anyone%20you%20couldn%27t%20love%20once%20you%27ve%20heard%20their%20story%22&f=false


What might my 

life be like if I 

lived here?

Essential 

Questions
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Why might families 

in the Andean 

region of South 

America raise 

guinea pigs?
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Would your 

students react?
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What goals 

would you 

have for 

using this?
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My Goal: Find the pieces that will...

• ENGAGE

• INFORM

• SUPPORT

• CONNECT

• COMPARE / CONTRAST

• AMUSE and ENTERTAIN

• CHALLENGE

• SURPRISE / SHOCK

• PROMPT more QUESTIONS 
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“Interest is a psychological state of engagement. . . Interest acts as an 

APPROACH urge and pushes back the AVOID urges that keep us safe.  

Interest pulls us forward.”   - Paul Silvia, Univ North Carolina

Go Deeper!  Explore PERSPECTIVES.
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My for selecting stories:

• ENGAGE

• INFORM

• SUPPORT

• CONNECT

• COMPARE / CONTRAST

• AMUSE and ENTERTAIN

• CHALLENGE

• SURPRISE / SHOCK

• PROMPT more QUESTIONS 
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Javier Igea Marín

Modern 

Story
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Don Quijote - Imagery
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La Malinche
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La Malinche
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El vestido de la mujer 

más odiada de México
Alberto Nájar
BBC Mundo, 

Ciudad de México
Última actualización:

Lunes,
15 de septiembre 

de 2014 

http://www.bbc.com/mundo/noticias/2014/09/140915_malinche_mujer_mas_odiada_mexico_an



Vs. Pocahontas and Sacajawea
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Compare 

and 

Contrast



Language Functions and Story
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With your partner – Discuss how does Story meet language goals?

• Novices               

• Intermediate

• Advanced

Vocabulary – Adjective Agreement – Sentence Structure – Descriptive Narrative --

Compare & Contrast – Sequencing – Elaboration – Fluency – Past Narration



Putting Story into Practice
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• Start with Language Functions:

• What can this level (or this student) do?

• What must this class (or student) do to reach the next level?

• Plan your assessments to measure your targeted level.

• Teach and plan activities ABOVE the students’ level.



Putting Story into Practice
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Start with Language Functions appropriate for student level:

• Novices – Begin with simple sentences and work toward 

descriptive, compound  sentences with elaboration

• Intermediate  - Create with language, sentence strings, 

DESCRIPTIVE NARRATIVE – add organization and transitions

• Advanced  - PAST NARRATIVE, What if?  Hypotheticals



Putting Story into Practice
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Think about stretching TEXT-TYPE:

• Novices – moving toward intermediate

• Begin with simple sentences

• Add multiple parts (the story details) – Reinforces question words

• Create compound sentences (need conjunctions)

• Organize sentences logically  (sentence strings)

• Add connecting words, introduction & conclusion (pre-paragraph)



Putting Story into Practice
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Think about stretching TEXT-TYPE:

• Intermediates – moving toward advanced (past narrative)

• Begin with tense narrative (sentence-strings)

• Identify past actions (what moves the story along)

• Add descriptive details (what helps me visualize the action)

• Add quotations (what someone said) – Add reactions

• Add emotion (what someone thought or felt)



Sample scaffold . . . SEGOVIA

• ENGAGE  - clip from Video series “Isabel I”  RTVE

• INFORM – Segovia, Spain online website – history, images

• SUPPORT – Art / Architecture from period (Google earth)

• CONNECT – History – Roman Empire, Americas 1492

• COMPARE/CONTRAST – Renaissance and Modern City

• AMUSE and ENTERTAIN – Disney princesses - Cinderella

• CHALLENGE – Religion, prejudices (cXV Spain / Global)

• SURPRISE / SHOCK – Spanish maps 1560s

• PROMPT more QUESTIONS 

Cenicienta y el Príncipe Azul

el cuento de 
hadas
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Isabel la Católica
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Let’s get started . . .
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• Cultural perspective or practice you want to teach

• Hero or Villain that can communicate the story

• Language Functions you wish to scaffold

• How will you tell the story?  

• How will your students tell/use the story?



Consider:  What is the student’s story?

Essential Questions
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1. Do I have a story?  What does it say about me?  Have I changed because of what has 

happened?  Is my public story different from my private (hidden) story?

2. What is my family’s story?  How does my family impact the story of my community?

3. How does learning ______ help me better understand and act in the world?

4. How do stories in the culture I study compare to stories in my culture?



Frida Kahlo – Biography in Art
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Language is a Life Skill.

Build Language Proficiency through Performance.

Connect Globally by Enlarging your Classroom.



Embedding Culture through Story to Build Proficiency
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